PREVENTING CHILD ABUSE
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE “ENOUGH ABUSE“ PRESENTATION.
INTERNET COURSE FOR PARENTS AND PUPILS TROTTSHILL SCHOOL STEVENAGE – 6
FEB 2018
12 evaluations handed in from parents
Could you give a percentage of how much of the information was “new “?
90% - 2; 80% - 1; 50% - 5; 40% - 1; 20% - 2; 8% - 1
Will your on line learning now change your behaviours on line ; and if so how?
Yes it will; more vigilant; less photos and games and NO Roblox; NO facebook or
Instagram anymore it will be deleted; re evaluate and start speaking to my child ; limit
time and no more devices in bedroom
How did the course fulfill your expectations?
Very good; great info; very hard hitting; very impressive
Would you recommend this course to other organisations and schools and parents?
100% said yes and definitely
How well was the course presented?
Very good; very well; excellent; brilliant; hard hitting and well done ; amazing; very well
tailored to the audience with such varied age range

Indicate words to best sum up your overall opinion of this learning experience
Interesting - 5
Challenging - 1
Exciting - 0
Revealing - 4
Fascinating -3
Boring - 0
Practical - 2
Difficult - 0
Different - 1
Timely - 1
Confusing - 0
Emotional - 4
Complicated - 0
Irrelevant - 0
Useful - 9
Enjoyable - 0
Innovative - 0
Nothing New -0
Topical - 0
Thorough - 5
Exhausting - 0
Entertaining - 0
Inspiring -0
Realistic - 3
Rushed - 0
Marilyn Hawes was the trainer report
Thank you for inviting me into speak to your pupils and parents it was a great day and
well organized. The pupils were so engaged and were very receptive asking and answering
questions.

